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Abstract
Relative error estimation has been recently used in regression analysis. A crucial
issue of the existing relative error estimation procedures is that they are sensitive to
outliers. To address this issue, we employ the γ-likelihood function, which is con-
structed through γ-cross entropy with keeping the original statistical model in use.
The estimating equation has a redescending property, a desirable property in robust
statistics, for a broad class of noise distributions. To find a minimizer of the negative
γ-likelihood function, a majorize-minimization (MM) algorithm is constructed. The
proposed algorithm is guaranteed to decrease the negative γ-likelihood function at
each iteration. We also derive asymptotic normality of the corresponding estimator
together with a simple consistent estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix, so
that we can readily construct approximate confidence sets. Monte Carlo simulation
is conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed procedure. Real data
analysis illustrates the usefulness of our proposed procedure.
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1 Introduction
In regression analysis, many analysts use the (penalized) least squares estimation,
which aims at minimizing the mean squared prediction error [14]. On the other hand, the
relative (percentage) error is often more useful and/or adequate than the mean squared





















different stock prices with different units should be made by relative error; we refer to [24]
and [32] among others. Additionally, the prediction error of photovoltaic power production
or electricity consumption is evaluated by not only mean squared error but also relative
error (see, e.g., [26]). We refer to [23] regarding the usefulness and importance of the
relative error.
In relative error estimation, we minimize a loss function based on the relative error. An
advantage of using such a loss function is that it is scale free or unit free. Recently, several
researchers have proposed various loss functions based on relative error [24, 32, 3, 20, 4, 7].
Some of these procedures have been extended to the nonparameteric model [5] and random
effect model [30]. The relative error estimation via the L1 regularization, including the
least absolute shrinkage and operator (lasso; [25]), and the group lasso [33], have also been
proposed by several authors [13, 21, 31], to allow for the analysis of high-dimensional data.
In practice, a response variable y(> 0) can turn out to be extremely large or close to
zero. For example, the electricity consumption of a company may be low during holidays
and high on exceptionally hot days. These responses may often be considered to be
outliers, to which the relative error estimator is sensitive because the loss function diverges
when y → ∞ or y → 0. Therefore, a relative error estimation that is robust against
outliers must be considered. Recently, Chen et al. [4] discussed the robustness of various
relative error estimation procedures by investigating the corresponding distributions, and
concluded that the distribution of least product relative error estimation (LPRE) proposed
by [4] has heavier tails than others, implying that the LPRE might be more robust
than others in practical applications. However, our numerical experiments show that the
LPRE is not as robust as expected, so that the robustification of the LPRE is yet to be
investigated from the both theoretical and practical viewpoints.
To achieve a relative error estimation that is robust against outliers, this paper employs
the γ-likelihood function for regression analysis by Kawashima and Fujisawa [17], which
is constructed by the γ-cross entropy [12]. The estimating equation is shown to have a
redescending property, a desirable property in robust statistics literature [22]. To find
a minimizer of the negative γ-likelihood function, we construct a majorize-minimization
(MM) algorithm. The loss function of our algorithm at each iteration is shown to be
convex, although the original negative γ-likelihood function is nonconvex. Our algorithm
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is guaranteed to decrease the objective function at each iteration. Moreover, we derive the
asymptotic normality of the corresponding estimator together with a simple consistent
estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix, which enables us to straightforwardly
create approximate confidence sets. Monte Carlo simulation is conducted to investigate
the performance of our proposed procedure. An analysis of electricity consumption data
is presented to illustrate the usefulness of our procedure.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews several relative
error estimation procedures. In Section 3, we propose a relative error estimation that
is robust against outliers via the γ-likelihood function. Section 4 presents theoretical
properties: the redescending property of our method and the asymptotic distribution of
the estimator, the proof of the latter being deferred to Appendix A. In Section 5, the
MM algorithm is constructed to find the minimizer of the negative γ-likelihood function.
Section 6 investigates the effectiveness of our proposed procedure via Monte Carlo simula-
tions. Section 7 presents the analysis on electricity consumption data. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Section 8.
2 Relative error estimation
Suppose that xi = (xi1, . . . , xip)
T (i = 1, ..., n) are predictors and y = (y1, ..., yn)
T is a
vector of positive responses. Consider the multiplicative regression model
yi = exp(x
T






εi, (i = 1, . . . , n), (1)
where β = (β1, · · · , βp)T is a p-dimensional coefficient vector, and εi are positive random
variables. Predictors xi ∈ Rp may be random and serially dependent, while we often set
xi1 = 1, that is, incorporate the intercept in the exponent. The parameter space B ⊂ Rp
of β is a bounded convex domain such that β0 ∈ B. We implicitly assume that the model
is correctly specified, so that there exists a true parameter β0 = (β1,0, . . . , βp,0) ∈ B. We
want to estimate β0 from a sample {(xi, yi), i = 1, . . . , n}.
We first remark that the condition xi1 = 1 ensures that the model (1) is scale-free
regarding variables εi, which is an essentially different nature from the linear regression
model yi = x
T
i β + εi. Specifically, multiplying a positive constant σ to εi results in the
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translation of the intercept in the exponent:
yi = exp(x
T
i β)σεi = exp(log σ + x
T
i β)εi,
so that the change from εi to σεi is equivalent to that from β1 to β1 + log σ. See Remark
2.1 on the distribution of ε1.
To provide a simple expression of the loss functions based on the relative error, we
write
ti = ti(β) = exp(x
T
i β), (i = 1, . . . , n).
Chen et al. [3, 4] pointed out that the loss criterion for relative error may depend on
|(yi − ti)/yi| and / or |(yi − ti)/ti|. These authors also proposed general relative error






∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣yi − titi
∣∣∣∣) , (2)
where g : [0,∞)× [0,∞)→ [0,∞). Most of the loss functions based on the relative error
are included in the GRE. Park and Stefanski [24] considered a loss function g(a, b) =
a2. It may highly depend on a small yi, because it includes 1/y
2
i terms, and then the
estimator can be numerically unstable. Consistency and asymptotic normality may not be
established under general regularity conditions [4]. The loss functions based on g(a, b) =
max{a, b} [32] and g(a, b) = a + b (least absolute relative error estimation, [3]) can have
desirable asymptotic properties [32, 3]. However, the minimization of the loss function can
be challenging, in particular for high-dimensional data, when the function is nonsmooth
or nonconvex.
In practice, the following two criteria would be useful:
Least product relative error estimation (LPRE) Chen et al. [4] proposed the LPRE
given by g(a, b) = ab. The LPRE tries to minimize the product |1−ti/yi|×|1−yi/ti|,
not necessarily both terms at once.
Least squared-sum relative error estimation (LSRE) Chen et al. [4] considered the
LSRE given by g(a, b) = a2 + b2. The LSRE aims to minimize both |1− ti/yi| and
|1− yi/ti| through sum of squares (1− ti/yi)2 + (1− yi/ti)2.
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Table 1: Several examples of GRE criteria and their properties. “Likelihood” in the second
column means the existence of a likelihood function that corresponds to the loss function.
The properties of “Convexity” and “Smoothness” in the last two columns respectively
indicate those with respect to β of the corresponding loss function.










The loss functions of LPRE and LSRE are smooth and convex, and also possess desirable
asymptotic properties [4]. The above-described GRE criteria and their properties are
summarized in Table 1. Particularly, the “convexity” in the case of g(a, b) = a + b a.s.




i is positive definite, since the Hessian matrix of
the corresponding G(β) is
∑n
i=1 |εi − ε−1i |xixTi a.s.
Although not essential, we assume that the variables εi in (1) are i.i.d. with common
density function h. This implies the conditional distribution L(yi|xi) is homogeneous in
the sense that it does not depend on i. As in Chen et al. [4], we consider the following




exp {−ρ(ε)} I+(ε), (3)
where
ρ(ε) = ρ(ε; g) := g
(∣∣∣∣1− 1ε
∣∣∣∣ , |1− ε|)
and C(g) is a normalizing constant (
∫
h(ε)dε = 1) and I+ denotes the indicator function
of set (0,∞). Further, we assume the symmetry property g(a, b) = g(b, a), a, b ≥ 0, from
which it follows that ε1 ∼ ε−11 . The latter property is necessary for a score function to be
associated with the gradient of a GRE loss function, hence being a martingale with respect
to a suitable filtration, which often entails estimation efficiency. Indeed, the asymmetry
of g(a, b) (i.e., g(a, b) 6= g(b, a)) may produce a substantial bias in the estimation [32].
The entire set of our regularity conditions will be shown in Section 4.3. The conditions
therein concerning g are easily verified for both LPRE and LSRE.
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The density function of response y given xi, say f(y|xi;β), is














From (3) we see that the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) based on the error distri-
bution in (5) is obtained by the minimization of (2). For example, the density functions
of LPRE and LSRE are









y > 0, (6)


























and CLSRE is a constant term. Constant terms are numerically computed as K0(2) ≈
0.1139 and CLSRE ≈ 0.911411. Density (6) is a special case of the generalized inverse
Gaussian distribution (see, e.g., [19]).
Remark 2.1. We assume that the noise density h is fully specified in the sense that,
given g, the density h does not involve any unknown quantity. However, this is never
essential. For example, for the LPRE defined by (6) we could naturally incorporate one













Then, we can verify that the distributional equivalence ε1 ∼ ε−11 holds whatever the
value of σ is. Particularly, the estimation of parameter σ does make statistical sense and,
indeed, it is possible to deduce the asymptotic normality of the joint maximum-(partial-
)likelihood estimator of (β, σ). In this paper, we do not pay attention to such a possible
additional parameter, but instead regard it (whenever it exists) as a nuisance parameter,
as in the noise variance in the least-squares estimation of a linear regression model.
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3 Robust estimation via γ-likelihood
In practice, outliers can often be observed. For example, the electricity consumption
data can have the outliers on extremely hot days. The estimation methods via GRE
criteria, including LPRE and LSRE, are not robust against outliers, because the cor-
responding density functions are not generally heavy-tailed. Therefore, a relative error
estimation method that is robust against the outliers is needed. To achieve this, we con-
sider minimizing the negative γ-(partial-)likelihood function based on the γ-cross entropy
[17].
We assume the conditional density of yi given {(xi,xi−1,xi−2, . . . ), (yi−1, yi−2, . . . )}

























where γ > 0 is a parameter that controls the degrees of robustness; γ → 0 corresponds to
the negative log-likelihood function, and robustness is enhanced as γ increases. On the
other hand, a too large γ can decrease the efficiency of the estimator [12]. In practice,
the value of γ may be selected by a cross-validation based on γ-cross entropy (see, e.g.,
[16, 12]). We refer to Kawashima and Fujisawa [18] for more recent observations on













































where C0(γ, h) is a constant term free from β. We define the maximum γ-likelihood
estimator to be any element such that





p−→ denote the convergence in probability.
Assumption 1 (Stability of the predictor). There exists a probability measure pi(dx) on
























(1 + |x|3) exp (δ′|x|1+δ) <∞.
Assumption 2 (Noise structure). The a.s. positive i.i.d. random variables ε1, ε2, . . .





for which the following conditions hold.
1. Function g : [0,∞) × [0,∞) → [0,∞) is three times continuously differentiable on
(0,∞) and satisfies that
g(a, b) = g(b, a), a, b ≥ 0.




ε−κ0 ∨ εκ∞) ≤ ρ(ε) ≤ c (ε−κ0 ∨ εκ∞)
for every ε > 0.








Here and in the sequel, for a variable a, we denote by ∂ka the kth-order partial differ-
entiation with respect to a.
Assumption 1 is necessary to identify the large-sample stochastic limits of the several
key quantities in the proofs: without them, we will not be able to deduce an explicit
asymptotic normality result. Assumption 2 holds for many cases, including the LPRE
and the LSRE (i.e. g(a, b) = ab and a2 + b2), while excluding g(a, b) = a2 and g(a, b) = b2.
The smoothness condition on h on (0,∞) is not essential and could be weakened in light
of the M -estimation theory [27, Chapter 5]. Under these assumptions, we can deduce the
following statements.
• h is three times continuously differentiable on (0,∞), and for each α > 0,∫ ∞
0





• For each γ > 0 and α > 0 (recall that the value of γ > 0 is given),
lim
ε↓0
h(ε)γ |uh(ε)|α = lim
ε↑∞
h(ε)γ |uh(ε)|α = 0, (11)
where




The verifications are straightforward hence omitted.
Finally, we impose











pi(dx)⊗ λ+(dy)-a.e. (x, y),
where λ+ denotes the Lebesgue measure on (0,∞).
4.2 Redescending property





In our model, we consider not only too large yis but also too small yis as outliers: the






for each x. The redescending property is known as a desirable property in robust statistics
literature [22]. Here, we show the proposed procedure has the redescending property.























`2(β) is free from y. For each (x,β), direct computations give the estimate
|ψ(y|x;β)| ≤ C(x;β)h (exp(−xTβ)y)γ ∣∣uh (exp(−xTβ)y)∣∣ (12)
for some constant C(x;β) free from y. Hence, (11) combined with the inequality (12)
leads to the redescending property.
4.3 Asymptotic distribution












x⊗k exp(−γxTβ0)pi(dx), k = 0, 1, 2,
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where x⊗0 := 1 ∈ R, x⊗1 := x ∈ Rp, and x⊗2 := xxT ∈ Rp ⊗ Rp; Assumptions 1 and 2
ensure that all these quantities are finite for each γ > 0. Moreover,
H ′γ(β0) :=
∫∫
f(y|x;β0)γ+1dypi(dx) = C(γ, h)Π0(γ),
H ′′γ (β0) :=
∫∫
f(y|x;β0)γ+1s(y|x;β0)dypi(dx) = −{C(γ, h) + C1(γ, h)}Π1(γ),
∆γ(β0) := C(γ, h)
2C2(γ, h)Π0(γ)
2Π2(2γ)
+ {C(γ, h) + C1(γ, h)}2C(2γ, h)Π0(2γ)Π1(γ)⊗2
− 2C(γ, h) {C(γ, h) + C1(γ, h)} {C(2γ, h) + C1(2γ, h)}Π0(γ)Π1(2γ)Π1(γ)T ,
(13)
Jγ(β0) := C(γ, h)C2(γ/2, h)Π0(γ)Π2(γ)− {C(γ, h) + C1(γ, h)}2 Π1(γ)⊗2. (14)
We are assuming that density h and tuning parameter γ are given a priori, hence we
can (numerically) compute constants C(γ, h), C1(γ, h), and C2(γ, h). In the following, we
often omit “(β0)” from the notation.
Let
L−→ denote the convergence in distribution.





) L−→ Np (0, J−1γ ∆γJ−1γ ) . (15)
The asymptotic covariance matrix can be consistently estimated through expressions (13)






x⊗ki exp(−γxTi βˆγ) p−→ Πk(γ), k = 0, 1, 2. (16)
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be given in Appendix A. Note that, for γ → 0, we have




2h(ε)dε, which in particular entails










as γ → 0, so that the asymptotic distribution Np(0, J−1γ ∆γJ−1γ ) becomes Np(0, I−10 ), the
usual one of the MLE. We also note that, without details, we could deduce a density-power
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divergence counterpart to Theorem 4.1 similarly but with slightly lesser computation cost,
















instead of the γ-(partial-)likelihood (7). See Basu et al. [1] and Jones et al. [16] for details
of the density-power divergence, also known as the β-divergence [8].
5 Algorithm
Even if the GRE criterion in (2) is a convex function, the negative γ-likelihood function
is nonconvex. Therefore, it is difficult to find a global minimum. Here, we derive the
MM (majorize-minimization) algorithm to obtain a local minimum. The MM algorithm
monotonically decreases the objective function at each iteration. We refer to Hunter and
Lange [15] for a concise account of the MM algorithm.
Let β(t) be the value of the parameter at the tth iteration. The negative γ-likelihood
function in (9) consists of two nonconvex functions, `1(β) and `2(β). The majorization
functions of `j(β), say ˜`j(β|β(t)) (j = 1, 2), are constructed so that the optimization of
minβ ˜`j(β|β(t)) is much easier than that of minβ `j(β). The majorization functions must
satisfy the following inequalities:
˜`
j(β|β(t)) ≥ `j(β), (17)
˜`
j(β
(t)|β(t)) = `j(β(t)). (18)
Here we construct majorization functions ˜`j(β|β(t)) for j = 1, 2.

























i = f(yi|xi;β)γ. Applying Jensen’s inequality to

























i log f(yi|xi;β) + C,














i log f(yi|xi;β) + C, (22)
we observe that (22) satisfies (17) and (18). It is shown that ˜`1(β|β(t)) is a convex
function if the original relative error loss function is convex. Particularly, the majorization
functions ˜`1(β|β(t)) based on LPRE and LSRE are both convex.
5.2 Majorization function for `2(β)




















= piiδij − piipij,
where pii = exp(θi)/{
∑n
k=1 exp(θk)}. Note that
∑n
i=1 pii = 1 for any θ.
The Taylor expansion of s(θ) at θ = θ(t) is expressed as
s(θ) = s(θ(t)) + pi(t)T (θ − θ(t)) + 1
2
(θ − θ(t))T ∂
2s(θ∗)
∂θ∂θT
(θ − θ(t)), (24)
where pi(t) = (pi
(t)
1 , . . . , pi
(t)
n )T and θ∗ is an n-dimensional vector located between θ and















for any θ. Combining (24) and (25), we have
s(θ) ≤ s(θ(t)) + pi(t)T (θ − θ(t)) + 1
2
(θ − θ(t))TB(θ − θ(t)). (26)

















(β − β(t))TXTBX(β − β(t)),
where X = (x1, . . . ,xn)







βT (XTpi(t) + γXTBXβ(t)) + C, (27)
where C is a constant term free from β. We observe that ˜`2(β|β(t)) in (27) satisfies (17)
and (18). It is shown that ˜`2(β|β(t)) is a convex function, because XTBX is positive
semi-definite.
5.3 MM algorithm for robust relative error estimation
In Subsections 5.1 and 5.2, we have constructed the majorization functions for both
`1(β) and `2(β). The MM algorithm based on these majorization functions is detailed in
Algorithm 1. The majorization function ˜`1(β|β(t)) + ˜`2(β|β(t)) is convex if the original
relative error loss function is convex. Particularly, the majorization functions of LPRE
and LSRE are both convex.
Remark 5.1. Instead of the MM algorithm, one can directly use the quasi-Newton method,
such as the BFGS algorithm, to minimize the negative γ-likelihood function. In our
experience, the BFGS algorithm is faster than the MM algorithm, but is more sensitive
to an initial value than the MM algorithm. The strengths of BFGS and MM algorithms
would be shared by using the following hybrid algorithm:
1. We first conduct the MM algorithm with a small number of iterations.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of robust relative error estimation.
1: t← 0
2: Set an initial value of parameter vector β(0).
3: while β(t) is converged do
4: Update the weights by (19)
5: Update β by
β(t+1) ← arg min
β
{˜`1(β|β(t)) + ˜`2(β|β(t))},
where ˜`1(β|β(t)) and ˜`2(β|β(t)) are given by (22) and (27), respectively.
6: t← t+ 1
7: end while
2. Then, the BFGS algorithm is conducted. We use the estimate obtained by the MM
algorithm as an initial value of the BFGS algorithm.
The stableness of the MM algorithm is investigated through the real data analysis in
Section 7.
Remark 5.2. To deal with high-dimensional data, we often use the L1 regulzarization,
such as the lasso [25], elastic net [34], and SCAD [9]. In robust relative error estimation,





where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter. However, the loss function in (28) is non-
convex and indifferentiable. Instead of directly minimizing the non-convex loss function
in (28), we may use the MM algorithm; the following convex loss function is minimized
at each iteration:
˜`




The minimization of (29) can be realized by the alternating direction method of multipli-
ers algorithm [13] or the coordinate descent algorithm with quadratic approximation of
˜`
1(β|β(t)) + ˜`2(β|β(t)) [11].
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6 Monte Carlo simulation
6.1 Setting
We consider the following two simulation models as follows:
Model 1: β0 = (1, 1, 1)
T ,
Model 2: β0 = (0.5, · · · , 0.5︸ ︷︷ ︸
6
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
45
)T .
The number of observations is set to be n = 200. For each model, we generate T = 10000
datasets of predictors xi (i = 1, . . . , n) according to N(0, (1 − ρ)I + ρ11T ). Here, we
consider the case of ρ = 0.0 and ρ = 0.6. Responses yi are generated from the mixture
distribution
(1− δ)f(y|xi;β0) + δq(y) (i = 1, . . . , n),
where f(y|x;β0) is a density function corresponding to the LPRE defined as (6), q(y) is
a density function of distribution of outliers, and δ (0 ≤ δ < 1) is an outlier ratio. The
outlier ratio is set to be δ = 0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 in this simulation. We assume that q(y)
follows a log-normal distribution (pdf: q(y) = 1/(
√
2piyσ) exp{−(log y−µ)2/(2σ2)}) with
(µ, σ) = (±5, 1). When µ = 5, the outliers take extremely large values. On the other
hand, when µ = −5, the data values of outliers are nearly zero.
6.2 Investigation of relative prediction error and mean squared
error of the estimator
To investigate the performance of our proposed procedure, we use the relative predic-




[ynewi (t)− exp{xi(t)T βˆ(t)}]2
ynewi (t) exp{xi(t)T βˆ(t)}
, (30)
MSE(t) = ‖βˆ(t)− β0‖2, (31)
respectively, where βˆ(t) is an estimator obtained from the dataset {(xi(t), yi(t)); i =
1, . . . , n}, and ynewi (t) is an observation from ynewi (t)|xi(t). Here, ynewi (t)|xi(t) follows a
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distribution of f(y|xi(t);β0) and is independent of yi(t)|xi(t). Figure 1 shows the median
and error bar of {RPE(1), . . . , RPE(T )} and {MSE(1), . . . , MSE(T )}. The error bars
are delineated by the 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Figure 1: Median and error bar of relative prediction error (RPE) in (30) and mean
squared error (MSE) of β in (31) when parameters of the log-normal distribution (distri-
bution of outliers) are (µ, σ) = (±5, 1). The error bars are delineated by 25th and 75th
percentiles.
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We observe the following tendencies from the results in Figure 1:
• As the outlier ratio increases, the performance becomes worse in all cases. Interest-
ingly, the length of the error bar of RPE increases as the outlier ratio increases.
• The proposed method becomes robust against outliers as the value of γ increases.
We observe that a too large γ, such as γ = 10, leads to extremely poor RPE and
MSE, because most observations are regarded as outliers. Therefore, the not too
large γ, such as the γ = 0.5 used here, generally results in better estimation accuracy
than the MLE.
• The cases of ρ = 0.6, where the predictors are correlated, are worse than those of
ρ = 0. Particularly, when γ = 0, the value of RPE of ρ = 0.6 becomes large on
the large outlier ratio. Still, increasing γ has led to better estimation performance
uniformly.
• The results for different simulation models on the same value of γ are generally
different, which implies the appropriate value of γ may change according to the
data generating mechanisms.
6.3 Investigation of asymptotic distribution
The asymptotic distribution is derived under the assumption that the true distribution
of y|xi follows f(y|xi;β0), that is, δ = 0. However, we expect that, when γ is sufficiently
large and δ is moderate, the asymptotic distribution may approximate the true distribu-
tion well, a point underlined by Fujisawa and Eguchi [12, Theorem 5.1] in the case of i.i.d.
data. We investigate whether the asymptotic distribution given by (15) appropriately
works when there exist outliers.



















L−→ N (0, 1) , (j = 1, . . . , p).
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We expect that the histogram of zj obtained by the simulation would approximate the
density function of the standard normal distribution when there are no (or a few) outliers.
When there exists a number of outliers, the asymptotic distribution of zj may not be
N(0, 1) but is expected to be close to N(0, 1) for large γ. Figure 2 shows the histograms
of T = 10000 samples of z2 along with the density function of the standard normal
distribution for µ = 5 in Model 1.
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  = 0.0
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  = 0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="rG2TpXZbvGmmJzXRM9JvtzDURzI=">AAAC+XichVJBS9xAFP5Mta621rW9CF62XZSelpdSUYTC 0l48rquroiuSxHEdTSYhyW7Zhv0DPRc8iAULgtpjf4KX/oEe/Aml9GShFw99mY0UFXXCzLz3vfe9fDNv7MCVUUx01mM86O172J8bGHz0eOjJcH7k6WLkN0NH1Bzf9cNl24qEK5WoxTJ2xXIQCsuzXbFk77xL40stEUbSVwtxOxBrntVQclM6VszQSr1heZ7 1hkqT6/kilUiPwk3DzIwislHx879RxwZ8OGjCg4BCzLYLCxF/qzBBCBhbQ4JtRkO2pc4Q6GCQ2U3OE5xjMbrDa4O91QxV7KdVI813+D8uz5CZBYzTDzqmc/pOX+knXdxaK9E1UjVt3u0uVwTrwx9H5//ey/J4j7H1n3Wn5hibmNZaJWsPNJKewunyWx92z+d nquPJBH2hX6z/gM7olE+gWn+cwzlR3btDj81arqpQjL/Xt+JpnYo7kTAutZVW6Gj/8gw+I6kfcCzktY7n1+ZlpJP2hh+Deb31N43FVyWTSubc62L5bfYschjDC7zk3k+hjFlUUGOVCp+wj89GYhwYR8ZJN9XoyTjPcGUY3/4BBzmqJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rG2TpXZbvGmmJzXRM9JvtzDURzI=">AAAC+XichVJBS9xAFP5Mta621rW9CF62XZSelpdSUYTC 0l48rquroiuSxHEdTSYhyW7Zhv0DPRc8iAULgtpjf4KX/oEe/Aml9GShFw99mY0UFXXCzLz3vfe9fDNv7MCVUUx01mM86O172J8bGHz0eOjJcH7k6WLkN0NH1Bzf9cNl24qEK5WoxTJ2xXIQCsuzXbFk77xL40stEUbSVwtxOxBrntVQclM6VszQSr1heZ7 1hkqT6/kilUiPwk3DzIwislHx879RxwZ8OGjCg4BCzLYLCxF/qzBBCBhbQ4JtRkO2pc4Q6GCQ2U3OE5xjMbrDa4O91QxV7KdVI813+D8uz5CZBYzTDzqmc/pOX+knXdxaK9E1UjVt3u0uVwTrwx9H5//ey/J4j7H1n3Wn5hibmNZaJWsPNJKewunyWx92z+d nquPJBH2hX6z/gM7olE+gWn+cwzlR3btDj81arqpQjL/Xt+JpnYo7kTAutZVW6Gj/8gw+I6kfcCzktY7n1+ZlpJP2hh+Deb31N43FVyWTSubc62L5bfYschjDC7zk3k+hjFlUUGOVCp+wj89GYhwYR8ZJN9XoyTjPcGUY3/4BBzmqJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rG2TpXZbvGmmJzXRM9JvtzDURzI=">AAAC+XichVJBS9xAFP5Mta621rW9CF62XZSelpdSUYTC 0l48rquroiuSxHEdTSYhyW7Zhv0DPRc8iAULgtpjf4KX/oEe/Aml9GShFw99mY0UFXXCzLz3vfe9fDNv7MCVUUx01mM86O172J8bGHz0eOjJcH7k6WLkN0NH1Bzf9cNl24qEK5WoxTJ2xXIQCsuzXbFk77xL40stEUbSVwtxOxBrntVQclM6VszQSr1heZ7 1hkqT6/kilUiPwk3DzIwislHx879RxwZ8OGjCg4BCzLYLCxF/qzBBCBhbQ4JtRkO2pc4Q6GCQ2U3OE5xjMbrDa4O91QxV7KdVI813+D8uz5CZBYzTDzqmc/pOX+knXdxaK9E1UjVt3u0uVwTrwx9H5//ey/J4j7H1n3Wn5hibmNZaJWsPNJKewunyWx92z+d nquPJBH2hX6z/gM7olE+gWn+cwzlR3btDj81arqpQjL/Xt+JpnYo7kTAutZVW6Gj/8gw+I6kfcCzktY7n1+ZlpJP2hh+Deb31N43FVyWTSubc62L5bfYschjDC7zk3k+hjFlUUGOVCp+wj89GYhwYR8ZJN9XoyTjPcGUY3/4BBzmqJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rG2TpXZbvGmmJzXRM9JvtzDURzI=">AAAC+XichVJBS9xAFP5Mta621rW9CF62XZSelpdSUYTC 0l48rquroiuSxHEdTSYhyW7Zhv0DPRc8iAULgtpjf4KX/oEe/Aml9GShFw99mY0UFXXCzLz3vfe9fDNv7MCVUUx01mM86O172J8bGHz0eOjJcH7k6WLkN0NH1Bzf9cNl24qEK5WoxTJ2xXIQCsuzXbFk77xL40stEUbSVwtxOxBrntVQclM6VszQSr1heZ7 1hkqT6/kilUiPwk3DzIwislHx879RxwZ8OGjCg4BCzLYLCxF/qzBBCBhbQ4JtRkO2pc4Q6GCQ2U3OE5xjMbrDa4O91QxV7KdVI813+D8uz5CZBYzTDzqmc/pOX+knXdxaK9E1UjVt3u0uVwTrwx9H5//ey/J4j7H1n3Wn5hibmNZaJWsPNJKewunyWx92z+d nquPJBH2hX6z/gM7olE+gWn+cwzlR3btDj81arqpQjL/Xt+JpnYo7kTAutZVW6Gj/8gw+I6kfcCzktY7n1+ZlpJP2hh+Deb31N43FVyWTSubc62L5bfYschjDC7zk3k+hjFlUUGOVCp+wj89GYhwYR8ZJN9XoyTjPcGUY3/4BBzmqJg==</latexit>
  = 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="pRE1GW w79WSvWTb5szoTySFTde4=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00NVVr+vVvO5qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9ky 2v9gScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVKHVUpmtGcO3HTt3ysh HNSxdoIE1hPDQRAABBc2+DwcJf8uwQYgYW0GKLUZj9qXJEGijyOwm5w nOcRjdZrvB0XKOKo6zqonhe/wfn2fMzGGM0k/6Spf0g47pjP7cWSs1NT I1u7y6Ha6IVnv3B2u//8sKeNXY/Me6V7PGOsaNVsnaI4Nkp/A6/Nbeh8 vaxNxo+pI+0znrP6RT+s4nUK1f3pdZMffxHj0ua7muQjG+Y24lMDoVd yJlXBovq9A28dUZQkayOOK9mG0DL27Mq5121ht+DPbN1t92Fl5VbKrYs 6/LU9P5syhgCCMY496/wRTeooo6q1R4jwN8slLr0DqyvnVSra6cM4Brw zr5Cwxyqig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pRE1GW w79WSvWTb5szoTySFTde4=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00NVVr+vVvO5qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9ky 2v9gScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVKHVUpmtGcO3HTt3ysh HNSxdoIE1hPDQRAABBc2+DwcJf8uwQYgYW0GKLUZj9qXJEGijyOwm5w nOcRjdZrvB0XKOKo6zqonhe/wfn2fMzGGM0k/6Spf0g47pjP7cWSs1NT I1u7y6Ha6IVnv3B2u//8sKeNXY/Me6V7PGOsaNVsnaI4Nkp/A6/Nbeh8 vaxNxo+pI+0znrP6RT+s4nUK1f3pdZMffxHj0ua7muQjG+Y24lMDoVd yJlXBovq9A28dUZQkayOOK9mG0DL27Mq5121ht+DPbN1t92Fl5VbKrYs 6/LU9P5syhgCCMY496/wRTeooo6q1R4jwN8slLr0DqyvnVSra6cM4Brw zr5Cwxyqig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pRE1GW w79WSvWTb5szoTySFTde4=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00NVVr+vVvO5qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9ky 2v9gScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVKHVUpmtGcO3HTt3ysh HNSxdoIE1hPDQRAABBc2+DwcJf8uwQYgYW0GKLUZj9qXJEGijyOwm5w nOcRjdZrvB0XKOKo6zqonhe/wfn2fMzGGM0k/6Spf0g47pjP7cWSs1NT I1u7y6Ha6IVnv3B2u//8sKeNXY/Me6V7PGOsaNVsnaI4Nkp/A6/Nbeh8 vaxNxo+pI+0znrP6RT+s4nUK1f3pdZMffxHj0ua7muQjG+Y24lMDoVd yJlXBovq9A28dUZQkayOOK9mG0DL27Mq5121ht+DPbN1t92Fl5VbKrYs 6/LU9P5syhgCCMY496/wRTeooo6q1R4jwN8slLr0DqyvnVSra6cM4Brw zr5Cwxyqig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pRE1GW w79WSvWTb5szoTySFTde4=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00NVVr+vVvO5qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9ky 2v9gScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVKHVUpmtGcO3HTt3ysh HNSxdoIE1hPDQRAABBc2+DwcJf8uwQYgYW0GKLUZj9qXJEGijyOwm5w nOcRjdZrvB0XKOKo6zqonhe/wfn2fMzGGM0k/6Spf0g47pjP7cWSs1NT I1u7y6Ha6IVnv3B2u//8sKeNXY/Me6V7PGOsaNVsnaI4Nkp/A6/Nbeh8 vaxNxo+pI+0znrP6RT+s4nUK1f3pdZMffxHj0ua7muQjG+Y24lMDoVd yJlXBovq9A28dUZQkayOOK9mG0DL27Mq5121ht+DPbN1t92Fl5VbKrYs 6/LU9P5syhgCCMY496/wRTeooo6q1R4jwN8slLr0DqyvnVSra6cM4Brw zr5Cwxyqig=</latexit>
  = 0.05
<latexit sha1_base64="KuTvLL Z+24A2g5tyXc6x4RiE0T0=">AAAC+nichVLPSxtBFP5c+yNqW6NehF7U YOkpvC1KRRCCvXhU00QhEdldR526v9idRGLMP+C9eBAUhR5Crv0Peuk/ 0EP+BCk9KXjpoW8nK0WldpaZee9773v7zbyxQ1fGiqjbZ/Q/efrseWZ gcOjFy1fD2ZHRchzUIkeUnMANonXbioUrfVFSUrliPYyE5dmuWLP3PiT xtbqIYhn4H1UjFBuetePLbelYiqFKdUu4ylqgPM1uZnO86THx0DBTI4d 0LAfZX6hiCwEc1OBBwIdi24WFmL8KTBBCxjbQxCdGI7alzhBoYZDZNc 4TnGMxusfrDnuVFPXZT6rGmu/wf1yeETMnME0/qE1X9J06dEm//1mrqW skahq82z2uCDeHj8aLN/9lebwr7P5lPapZYRtzWqtk7aFGklM4PX794P iqOL863XxDF/ST9Z9Tl77xCfz6tfNlRayePKLHZi13VfiM7+tb8bROn zvRZFxqK6nQ0v7tGQJGEj/kWMRrFZP35m2klfSGH4N5v/UPjfK7vEl5c 2UmV1hMn0UGrzGFt9z79yhgCcsoaZWfcYoz49C4MNpGp5dq9KWcMdwZx tc/vJ2qZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KuTvLL Z+24A2g5tyXc6x4RiE0T0=">AAAC+nichVLPSxtBFP5c+yNqW6NehF7U YOkpvC1KRRCCvXhU00QhEdldR526v9idRGLMP+C9eBAUhR5Crv0Peuk/ 0EP+BCk9KXjpoW8nK0WldpaZee9773v7zbyxQ1fGiqjbZ/Q/efrseWZ gcOjFy1fD2ZHRchzUIkeUnMANonXbioUrfVFSUrliPYyE5dmuWLP3PiT xtbqIYhn4H1UjFBuetePLbelYiqFKdUu4ylqgPM1uZnO86THx0DBTI4d 0LAfZX6hiCwEc1OBBwIdi24WFmL8KTBBCxjbQxCdGI7alzhBoYZDZNc 4TnGMxusfrDnuVFPXZT6rGmu/wf1yeETMnME0/qE1X9J06dEm//1mrqW skahq82z2uCDeHj8aLN/9lebwr7P5lPapZYRtzWqtk7aFGklM4PX794P iqOL863XxDF/ST9Z9Tl77xCfz6tfNlRayePKLHZi13VfiM7+tb8bROn zvRZFxqK6nQ0v7tGQJGEj/kWMRrFZP35m2klfSGH4N5v/UPjfK7vEl5c 2UmV1hMn0UGrzGFt9z79yhgCcsoaZWfcYoz49C4MNpGp5dq9KWcMdwZx tc/vJ2qZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KuTvLL Z+24A2g5tyXc6x4RiE0T0=">AAAC+nichVLPSxtBFP5c+yNqW6NehF7U YOkpvC1KRRCCvXhU00QhEdldR526v9idRGLMP+C9eBAUhR5Crv0Peuk/ 0EP+BCk9KXjpoW8nK0WldpaZee9773v7zbyxQ1fGiqjbZ/Q/efrseWZ gcOjFy1fD2ZHRchzUIkeUnMANonXbioUrfVFSUrliPYyE5dmuWLP3PiT xtbqIYhn4H1UjFBuetePLbelYiqFKdUu4ylqgPM1uZnO86THx0DBTI4d 0LAfZX6hiCwEc1OBBwIdi24WFmL8KTBBCxjbQxCdGI7alzhBoYZDZNc 4TnGMxusfrDnuVFPXZT6rGmu/wf1yeETMnME0/qE1X9J06dEm//1mrqW skahq82z2uCDeHj8aLN/9lebwr7P5lPapZYRtzWqtk7aFGklM4PX794P iqOL863XxDF/ST9Z9Tl77xCfz6tfNlRayePKLHZi13VfiM7+tb8bROn zvRZFxqK6nQ0v7tGQJGEj/kWMRrFZP35m2klfSGH4N5v/UPjfK7vEl5c 2UmV1hMn0UGrzGFt9z79yhgCcsoaZWfcYoz49C4MNpGp5dq9KWcMdwZx tc/vJ2qZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KuTvLL Z+24A2g5tyXc6x4RiE0T0=">AAAC+nichVLPSxtBFP5c+yNqW6NehF7U YOkpvC1KRRCCvXhU00QhEdldR526v9idRGLMP+C9eBAUhR5Crv0Peuk/ 0EP+BCk9KXjpoW8nK0WldpaZee9773v7zbyxQ1fGiqjbZ/Q/efrseWZ gcOjFy1fD2ZHRchzUIkeUnMANonXbioUrfVFSUrliPYyE5dmuWLP3PiT xtbqIYhn4H1UjFBuetePLbelYiqFKdUu4ylqgPM1uZnO86THx0DBTI4d 0LAfZX6hiCwEc1OBBwIdi24WFmL8KTBBCxjbQxCdGI7alzhBoYZDZNc 4TnGMxusfrDnuVFPXZT6rGmu/wf1yeETMnME0/qE1X9J06dEm//1mrqW skahq82z2uCDeHj8aLN/9lebwr7P5lPapZYRtzWqtk7aFGklM4PX794P iqOL863XxDF/ST9Z9Tl77xCfz6tfNlRayePKLHZi13VfiM7+tb8bROn zvRZFxqK6nQ0v7tGQJGEj/kWMRrFZP35m2klfSGH4N5v/UPjfK7vEl5c 2UmV1hMn0UGrzGFt9z79yhgCcsoaZWfcYoz49C4MNpGp5dq9KWcMdwZx tc/vJ2qZw==</latexit>
  = 0.1
<latexit sha1_base64="uKpExl AaePiO9UNZwBqt1KvaXVc=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00N1Vr+vVvO4qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9kx 2vtgScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVLFXS2WqkBnDtw07N8r IRzUsXaCBNYTw0EQAAQXNtg8HCX/LsEGIGFtBii1GY7aliRBoo8jsJs cJjnEY3eZ1g73lHFXsZ1kTw/f4Pz7PmJnDGKWf9JUu6Qcd0xn9uTNXan JkanZ5dztcEa327g/Wfv+XFfCusfmPda9mjXWMG62StUcGyW7hdfitvQ +XtYm50fQlfaZz1n9Ip/Sdb6Bav7wvs2Lu4z16XNZyXYVifMe8SmB0K q5Eyrg0VpahbfyrO4SMZH7EZzGvDby4Ma9O2lltuBnsm6W/bSy8qtjcO bOvy1PTeVsUMIQRjHHt32AKb1FFnVUqvMcBPlmpdWgdWd86oVZXzhnAt WGd/AUO/qop</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uKpExl AaePiO9UNZwBqt1KvaXVc=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00N1Vr+vVvO4qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9kx 2vtgScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVLFXS2WqkBnDtw07N8r IRzUsXaCBNYTw0EQAAQXNtg8HCX/LsEGIGFtBii1GY7aliRBoo8jsJs cJjnEY3eZ1g73lHFXsZ1kTw/f4Pz7PmJnDGKWf9JUu6Qcd0xn9uTNXan JkanZ5dztcEa327g/Wfv+XFfCusfmPda9mjXWMG62StUcGyW7hdfitvQ +XtYm50fQlfaZz1n9Ip/Sdb6Bav7wvs2Lu4z16XNZyXYVifMe8SmB0K q5Eyrg0VpahbfyrO4SMZH7EZzGvDby4Ma9O2lltuBnsm6W/bSy8qtjcO bOvy1PTeVsUMIQRjHHt32AKb1FFnVUqvMcBPlmpdWgdWd86oVZXzhnAt WGd/AUO/qop</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uKpExl AaePiO9UNZwBqt1KvaXVc=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00N1Vr+vVvO4qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9kx 2vtgScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVLFXS2WqkBnDtw07N8r IRzUsXaCBNYTw0EQAAQXNtg8HCX/LsEGIGFtBii1GY7aliRBoo8jsJs cJjnEY3eZ1g73lHFXsZ1kTw/f4Pz7PmJnDGKWf9JUu6Qcd0xn9uTNXan JkanZ5dztcEa327g/Wfv+XFfCusfmPda9mjXWMG62StUcGyW7hdfitvQ +XtYm50fQlfaZz1n9Ip/Sdb6Bav7wvs2Lu4z16XNZyXYVifMe8SmB0K q5Eyrg0VpahbfyrO4SMZH7EZzGvDby4Ma9O2lltuBnsm6W/bSy8qtjcO bOvy1PTeVsUMIQRjHHt32AKb1FFnVUqvMcBPlmpdWgdWd86oVZXzhnAt WGd/AUO/qop</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uKpExl AaePiO9UNZwBqt1KvaXVc=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00N1Vr+vVvO4qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9kx 2vtgScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVLFXS2WqkBnDtw07N8r IRzUsXaCBNYTw0EQAAQXNtg8HCX/LsEGIGFtBii1GY7aliRBoo8jsJs cJjnEY3eZ1g73lHFXsZ1kTw/f4Pz7PmJnDGKWf9JUu6Qcd0xn9uTNXan JkanZ5dztcEa327g/Wfv+XFfCusfmPda9mjXWMG62StUcGyW7hdfitvQ +XtYm50fQlfaZz1n9Ip/Sdb6Bav7wvs2Lu4z16XNZyXYVifMe8SmB0K q5Eyrg0VpahbfyrO4SMZH7EZzGvDby4Ma9O2lltuBnsm6W/bSy8qtjcO bOvy1PTeVsUMIQRjHHt32AKb1FFnVUqvMcBPlmpdWgdWd86oVZXzhnAt WGd/AUO/qop</latexit>
  = 0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="+g5Izd nH2og0b8++B+fU1/n9kRU=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2Omhhj4sZcAl7U xZDTUiOBiBAQc/HoR1ZFV2Rmtlc7zvQMM70rOuwf8Cx4kAQMBExy9Cfk kj/gwZ8g4smAlxxS0zsSdMmmh+6uelWv5nVXu5EvE0103mV19/Q+eNj 3qP/xwJOng4VnQ0tJWI89UfZCP4xXXCcRvlSirKX2xUoUCydwfbHsbr/ L4ssNEScyVO/1biTWA2dTyZr0HM3QaqUqfO28pdLERqFIJTJjpN2wc6O IfMyFhStUUEUID3UEEFDQbPtwkPC3BhuEiLF1pPjAaMy2NBkCTfQzu8 55gnMcRrd53WRvLUcV+1nVxPA9/o/PM2bmCMbpjL7SNf2k73RBv/9ZKz U1MjW7vLstrog2BvdfLN78lxXwrrH1l9VRs0YNk0arZO2RQbJTeC1+Y+ /wenFqYTx9SZ/pkvUf0zn94BOoxi/vy7xYOOqgx2Utd1UoxnfMrQRGp +JOpIxLY2UVmsa/PUPISOZHHIt5rWD03ryNNLPe8GOw77e+3ViaKNlUs udfF6dn8mfRh2GM4RX3/g2mMYs5lFmlwgE+4pOVWsfWifWtlWp15Zznu DOs0z8Riqoq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+g5Izd nH2og0b8++B+fU1/n9kRU=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2Omhhj4sZcAl7U xZDTUiOBiBAQc/HoR1ZFV2Rmtlc7zvQMM70rOuwf8Cx4kAQMBExy9Cfk kj/gwZ8g4smAlxxS0zsSdMmmh+6uelWv5nVXu5EvE0103mV19/Q+eNj 3qP/xwJOng4VnQ0tJWI89UfZCP4xXXCcRvlSirKX2xUoUCydwfbHsbr/ L4ssNEScyVO/1biTWA2dTyZr0HM3QaqUqfO28pdLERqFIJTJjpN2wc6O IfMyFhStUUEUID3UEEFDQbPtwkPC3BhuEiLF1pPjAaMy2NBkCTfQzu8 55gnMcRrd53WRvLUcV+1nVxPA9/o/PM2bmCMbpjL7SNf2k73RBv/9ZKz U1MjW7vLstrog2BvdfLN78lxXwrrH1l9VRs0YNk0arZO2RQbJTeC1+Y+ /wenFqYTx9SZ/pkvUf0zn94BOoxi/vy7xYOOqgx2Utd1UoxnfMrQRGp +JOpIxLY2UVmsa/PUPISOZHHIt5rWD03ryNNLPe8GOw77e+3ViaKNlUs udfF6dn8mfRh2GM4RX3/g2mMYs5lFmlwgE+4pOVWsfWifWtlWp15Zznu DOs0z8Riqoq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+g5Izd nH2og0b8++B+fU1/n9kRU=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2Omhhj4sZcAl7U xZDTUiOBiBAQc/HoR1ZFV2Rmtlc7zvQMM70rOuwf8Cx4kAQMBExy9Cfk kj/gwZ8g4smAlxxS0zsSdMmmh+6uelWv5nVXu5EvE0103mV19/Q+eNj 3qP/xwJOng4VnQ0tJWI89UfZCP4xXXCcRvlSirKX2xUoUCydwfbHsbr/ L4ssNEScyVO/1biTWA2dTyZr0HM3QaqUqfO28pdLERqFIJTJjpN2wc6O IfMyFhStUUEUID3UEEFDQbPtwkPC3BhuEiLF1pPjAaMy2NBkCTfQzu8 55gnMcRrd53WRvLUcV+1nVxPA9/o/PM2bmCMbpjL7SNf2k73RBv/9ZKz U1MjW7vLstrog2BvdfLN78lxXwrrH1l9VRs0YNk0arZO2RQbJTeC1+Y+ /wenFqYTx9SZ/pkvUf0zn94BOoxi/vy7xYOOqgx2Utd1UoxnfMrQRGp +JOpIxLY2UVmsa/PUPISOZHHIt5rWD03ryNNLPe8GOw77e+3ViaKNlUs udfF6dn8mfRh2GM4RX3/g2mMYs5lFmlwgE+4pOVWsfWifWtlWp15Zznu DOs0z8Riqoq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+g5Izd nH2og0b8++B+fU1/n9kRU=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2Omhhj4sZcAl7U xZDTUiOBiBAQc/HoR1ZFV2Rmtlc7zvQMM70rOuwf8Cx4kAQMBExy9Cfk kj/gwZ8g4smAlxxS0zsSdMmmh+6uelWv5nVXu5EvE0103mV19/Q+eNj 3qP/xwJOng4VnQ0tJWI89UfZCP4xXXCcRvlSirKX2xUoUCydwfbHsbr/ L4ssNEScyVO/1biTWA2dTyZr0HM3QaqUqfO28pdLERqFIJTJjpN2wc6O IfMyFhStUUEUID3UEEFDQbPtwkPC3BhuEiLF1pPjAaMy2NBkCTfQzu8 55gnMcRrd53WRvLUcV+1nVxPA9/o/PM2bmCMbpjL7SNf2k73RBv/9ZKz U1MjW7vLstrog2BvdfLN78lxXwrrH1l9VRs0YNk0arZO2RQbJTeC1+Y+ /wenFqYTx9SZ/pkvUf0zn94BOoxi/vy7xYOOqgx2Utd1UoxnfMrQRGp +JOpIxLY2UVmsa/PUPISOZHHIt5rWD03ryNNLPe8GOw77e+3ViaKNlUs udfF6dn8mfRh2GM4RX3/g2mMYs5lFmlwgE+4pOVWsfWifWtlWp15Zznu DOs0z8Riqoq</latexit>
  = 0.0
































<latexit sha1_base64="gln7jp TQ7WxuqWUCRcp7R5FXvsk=">AAAC93ichVJNSxtRFD2OrR+xmtRuCt2k hhRX4U4pKIIQ2k2XfjQmYERmxpf4zHwxM0mJIX+gy266sFAULEpX/Q3d 9A90kZ9QiisFNy5652VCSaT6hnffvefdc+e8d5/p2zKMiHpj2viDhxOT U9OpmUezc+nM4/mt0GsGlihZnu0FFdMIhS1dUYpkZIuKHwjDMW1RNhtv 4v1ySwSh9Nx3UdsXO45Rd2VNWkbEUKUa7HurVKDdTI6tGtnbjp44OSRj zctcoIo9eLDQhAMBFxH7NgyE/G1DB8FnbAcdHDAasC9VhkAXKWY3OU9w jsFog22do+0EdTmOq4aKb/F/bJ4BM7PI0y86p0v6Sd/oN938t1ZH1Yj VtHk1+1zh76Y/PN28vpfl8Bph/x/rTs0RalhWWiVr9xUSn8Lq81uHny4 3VzbynRd0Qn9Y/zH16AefwG1dWafrYuPoDj0maxlW4TL+Xt2Ko3S63Ik O41J5cYWuigdn8BiJY5/3ArZVPB+Zg51u3Bt+DPpo6287Wy8LOhX09Ve 54uvkWUzhGRawyL1fQhFvsYaS6vhHHOGz1ta+aF+1s36qNpZwnmBoaN/ /As5IqVM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gln7jp TQ7WxuqWUCRcp7R5FXvsk=">AAAC93ichVJNSxtRFD2OrR+xmtRuCt2k hhRX4U4pKIIQ2k2XfjQmYERmxpf4zHwxM0mJIX+gy266sFAULEpX/Q3d 9A90kZ9QiisFNy5652VCSaT6hnffvefdc+e8d5/p2zKMiHpj2viDhxOT U9OpmUezc+nM4/mt0GsGlihZnu0FFdMIhS1dUYpkZIuKHwjDMW1RNhtv 4v1ySwSh9Nx3UdsXO45Rd2VNWkbEUKUa7HurVKDdTI6tGtnbjp44OSRj zctcoIo9eLDQhAMBFxH7NgyE/G1DB8FnbAcdHDAasC9VhkAXKWY3OU9w jsFog22do+0EdTmOq4aKb/F/bJ4BM7PI0y86p0v6Sd/oN938t1ZH1Yj VtHk1+1zh76Y/PN28vpfl8Bph/x/rTs0RalhWWiVr9xUSn8Lq81uHny4 3VzbynRd0Qn9Y/zH16AefwG1dWafrYuPoDj0maxlW4TL+Xt2Ko3S63Ik O41J5cYWuigdn8BiJY5/3ArZVPB+Zg51u3Bt+DPpo6287Wy8LOhX09Ve 54uvkWUzhGRawyL1fQhFvsYaS6vhHHOGz1ta+aF+1s36qNpZwnmBoaN/ /As5IqVM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gln7jp TQ7WxuqWUCRcp7R5FXvsk=">AAAC93ichVJNSxtRFD2OrR+xmtRuCt2k hhRX4U4pKIIQ2k2XfjQmYERmxpf4zHwxM0mJIX+gy266sFAULEpX/Q3d 9A90kZ9QiisFNy5652VCSaT6hnffvefdc+e8d5/p2zKMiHpj2viDhxOT U9OpmUezc+nM4/mt0GsGlihZnu0FFdMIhS1dUYpkZIuKHwjDMW1RNhtv 4v1ySwSh9Nx3UdsXO45Rd2VNWkbEUKUa7HurVKDdTI6tGtnbjp44OSRj zctcoIo9eLDQhAMBFxH7NgyE/G1DB8FnbAcdHDAasC9VhkAXKWY3OU9w jsFog22do+0EdTmOq4aKb/F/bJ4BM7PI0y86p0v6Sd/oN938t1ZH1Yj VtHk1+1zh76Y/PN28vpfl8Bph/x/rTs0RalhWWiVr9xUSn8Lq81uHny4 3VzbynRd0Qn9Y/zH16AefwG1dWafrYuPoDj0maxlW4TL+Xt2Ko3S63Ik O41J5cYWuigdn8BiJY5/3ArZVPB+Zg51u3Bt+DPpo6287Wy8LOhX09Ve 54uvkWUzhGRawyL1fQhFvsYaS6vhHHOGz1ta+aF+1s36qNpZwnmBoaN/ /As5IqVM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gln7jp TQ7WxuqWUCRcp7R5FXvsk=">AAAC93ichVJNSxtRFD2OrR+xmtRuCt2k hhRX4U4pKIIQ2k2XfjQmYERmxpf4zHwxM0mJIX+gy266sFAULEpX/Q3d 9A90kZ9QiisFNy5652VCSaT6hnffvefdc+e8d5/p2zKMiHpj2viDhxOT U9OpmUezc+nM4/mt0GsGlihZnu0FFdMIhS1dUYpkZIuKHwjDMW1RNhtv 4v1ySwSh9Nx3UdsXO45Rd2VNWkbEUKUa7HurVKDdTI6tGtnbjp44OSRj zctcoIo9eLDQhAMBFxH7NgyE/G1DB8FnbAcdHDAasC9VhkAXKWY3OU9w jsFog22do+0EdTmOq4aKb/F/bJ4BM7PI0y86p0v6Sd/oN938t1ZH1Yj VtHk1+1zh76Y/PN28vpfl8Bph/x/rTs0RalhWWiVr9xUSn8Lq81uHny4 3VzbynRd0Qn9Y/zH16AefwG1dWafrYuPoDj0maxlW4TL+Xt2Ko3S63Ik O41J5cYWuigdn8BiJY5/3ArZVPB+Zg51u3Bt+DPpo6287Wy8LOhX09Ve 54uvkWUzhGRawyL1fQhFvsYaS6vhHHOGz1ta+aF+1s36qNpZwnmBoaN/ /As5IqVM=</latexit>
  = 0.0






















































































































































































<latexit sha1_base64="j9ZCKN9 A6h2U1D1iG4DKCJFccEI=">AAAC93ichVJNLyxBFD3aNw+DjcQGEy9Wk9 siiEQibCx9vGESI9LdCkV/pbtnZEzmD1jaWJC8PAkhVn6DzfsDFn6CiBW JjcW7XdMiyKM6VXXvuffcPlW3TN+WYUR0W6PV1tU3NDY1t7T+aGvvSHV2L YVeIbBE1vJsL8iZRihs6YpsJCNb5PxAGI5pi2VzZyaOLxdFEErP/RWVfL HqGJuu3JCWETGUywdb3iRlRtdSacqQGn2fDT0x0kjGnJd6QB7r8GChAAc CLiK2bRgI+VuBDoLP2CrK2GY0YFuqDIEKWphd4DzBOQajO7xusreSoC77 cdVQ8S3+j80zYGYfBumGLuiR/tIl3dHLf2uVVY1YTYl3s8oV/lrHfs/i8 7csh/cIW2+sLzVH2MC40ipZu6+Q+BRWlV/cO3xcnFgYLP+kE7pn/X/olq7 5BG7xyTqdFwtHX+gxWct7FS7ju+pWHKXT5U6UGZfKiitUlP96Bo+R2Pc5 FvCaR/+H+RqpxL3hx6B/bP1nY2k4o1NGnx9JT00nz6IJvRjAEPd+DFOYx RyyquMHOMKxVtJ+a2faeTVVq0k43Xg3tKt/3ZCpWQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j9ZCKN9 A6h2U1D1iG4DKCJFccEI=">AAAC93ichVJNLyxBFD3aNw+DjcQGEy9Wk9 siiEQibCx9vGESI9LdCkV/pbtnZEzmD1jaWJC8PAkhVn6DzfsDFn6CiBW JjcW7XdMiyKM6VXXvuffcPlW3TN+WYUR0W6PV1tU3NDY1t7T+aGvvSHV2L YVeIbBE1vJsL8iZRihs6YpsJCNb5PxAGI5pi2VzZyaOLxdFEErP/RWVfL HqGJuu3JCWETGUywdb3iRlRtdSacqQGn2fDT0x0kjGnJd6QB7r8GChAAc CLiK2bRgI+VuBDoLP2CrK2GY0YFuqDIEKWphd4DzBOQajO7xusreSoC77 cdVQ8S3+j80zYGYfBumGLuiR/tIl3dHLf2uVVY1YTYl3s8oV/lrHfs/i8 7csh/cIW2+sLzVH2MC40ipZu6+Q+BRWlV/cO3xcnFgYLP+kE7pn/X/olq7 5BG7xyTqdFwtHX+gxWct7FS7ju+pWHKXT5U6UGZfKiitUlP96Bo+R2Pc5 FvCaR/+H+RqpxL3hx6B/bP1nY2k4o1NGnx9JT00nz6IJvRjAEPd+DFOYx RyyquMHOMKxVtJ+a2faeTVVq0k43Xg3tKt/3ZCpWQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j9ZCKN9 A6h2U1D1iG4DKCJFccEI=">AAAC93ichVJNLyxBFD3aNw+DjcQGEy9Wk9 siiEQibCx9vGESI9LdCkV/pbtnZEzmD1jaWJC8PAkhVn6DzfsDFn6CiBW JjcW7XdMiyKM6VXXvuffcPlW3TN+WYUR0W6PV1tU3NDY1t7T+aGvvSHV2L YVeIbBE1vJsL8iZRihs6YpsJCNb5PxAGI5pi2VzZyaOLxdFEErP/RWVfL HqGJuu3JCWETGUywdb3iRlRtdSacqQGn2fDT0x0kjGnJd6QB7r8GChAAc CLiK2bRgI+VuBDoLP2CrK2GY0YFuqDIEKWphd4DzBOQajO7xusreSoC77 cdVQ8S3+j80zYGYfBumGLuiR/tIl3dHLf2uVVY1YTYl3s8oV/lrHfs/i8 7csh/cIW2+sLzVH2MC40ipZu6+Q+BRWlV/cO3xcnFgYLP+kE7pn/X/olq7 5BG7xyTqdFwtHX+gxWct7FS7ju+pWHKXT5U6UGZfKiitUlP96Bo+R2Pc5 FvCaR/+H+RqpxL3hx6B/bP1nY2k4o1NGnx9JT00nz6IJvRjAEPd+DFOYx RyyquMHOMKxVtJ+a2faeTVVq0k43Xg3tKt/3ZCpWQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j9ZCKN9 A6h2U1D1iG4DKCJFccEI=">AAAC93ichVJNLyxBFD3aNw+DjcQGEy9Wk9 siiEQibCx9vGESI9LdCkV/pbtnZEzmD1jaWJC8PAkhVn6DzfsDFn6CiBW JjcW7XdMiyKM6VXXvuffcPlW3TN+WYUR0W6PV1tU3NDY1t7T+aGvvSHV2L YVeIbBE1vJsL8iZRihs6YpsJCNb5PxAGI5pi2VzZyaOLxdFEErP/RWVfL HqGJuu3JCWETGUywdb3iRlRtdSacqQGn2fDT0x0kjGnJd6QB7r8GChAAc CLiK2bRgI+VuBDoLP2CrK2GY0YFuqDIEKWphd4DzBOQajO7xusreSoC77 cdVQ8S3+j80zYGYfBumGLuiR/tIl3dHLf2uVVY1YTYl3s8oV/lrHfs/i8 7csh/cIW2+sLzVH2MC40ipZu6+Q+BRWlV/cO3xcnFgYLP+kE7pn/X/olq7 5BG7xyTqdFwtHX+gxWct7FS7ju+pWHKXT5U6UGZfKiitUlP96Bo+R2Pc5 FvCaR/+H+RqpxL3hx6B/bP1nY2k4o1NGnx9JT00nz6IJvRjAEPd+DFOYx RyyquMHOMKxVtJ+a2faeTVVq0k43Xg3tKt/3ZCpWQ==</latexit>
  = 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="pRE1GW w79WSvWTb5szoTySFTde4=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00NVVr+vVvO5qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9ky 2v9gScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVKHVUpmtGcO3HTt3ysh HNSxdoIE1hPDQRAABBc2+DwcJf8uwQYgYW0GKLUZj9qXJEGijyOwm5w nOcRjdZrvB0XKOKo6zqonhe/wfn2fMzGGM0k/6Spf0g47pjP7cWSs1NT I1u7y6Ha6IVnv3B2u//8sKeNXY/Me6V7PGOsaNVsnaI4Nkp/A6/Nbeh8 vaxNxo+pI+0znrP6RT+s4nUK1f3pdZMffxHj0ua7muQjG+Y24lMDoVd yJlXBovq9A28dUZQkayOOK9mG0DL27Mq5121ht+DPbN1t92Fl5VbKrYs 6/LU9P5syhgCCMY496/wRTeooo6q1R4jwN8slLr0DqyvnVSra6cM4Brw zr5Cwxyqig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pRE1GW w79WSvWTb5szoTySFTde4=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00NVVr+vVvO5qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9ky 2v9gScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVKHVUpmtGcO3HTt3ysh HNSxdoIE1hPDQRAABBc2+DwcJf8uwQYgYW0GKLUZj9qXJEGijyOwm5w nOcRjdZrvB0XKOKo6zqonhe/wfn2fMzGGM0k/6Spf0g47pjP7cWSs1NT I1u7y6Ha6IVnv3B2u//8sKeNXY/Me6V7PGOsaNVsnaI4Nkp/A6/Nbeh8 vaxNxo+pI+0znrP6RT+s4nUK1f3pdZMffxHj0ua7muQjG+Y24lMDoVd yJlXBovq9A28dUZQkayOOK9mG0DL27Mq5121ht+DPbN1t92Fl5VbKrYs 6/LU9P5syhgCCMY496/wRTeooo6q1R4jwN8slLr0DqyvnVSra6cM4Brw zr5Cwxyqig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pRE1GW w79WSvWTb5szoTySFTde4=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00NVVr+vVvO5qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9ky 2v9gScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVKHVUpmtGcO3HTt3ysh HNSxdoIE1hPDQRAABBc2+DwcJf8uwQYgYW0GKLUZj9qXJEGijyOwm5w nOcRjdZrvB0XKOKo6zqonhe/wfn2fMzGGM0k/6Spf0g47pjP7cWSs1NT I1u7y6Ha6IVnv3B2u//8sKeNXY/Me6V7PGOsaNVsnaI4Nkp/A6/Nbeh8 vaxNxo+pI+0znrP6RT+s4nUK1f3pdZMffxHj0ua7muQjG+Y24lMDoVd yJlXBovq9A28dUZQkayOOK9mG0DL27Mq5121ht+DPbN1t92Fl5VbKrYs 6/LU9P5syhgCCMY496/wRTeooo6q1R4jwN8slLr0DqyvnVSra6cM4Brw zr5Cwxyqig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pRE1GW w79WSvWTb5szoTySFTde4=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00NVVr+vVvO5qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9ky 2v9gScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVKHVUpmtGcO3HTt3ysh HNSxdoIE1hPDQRAABBc2+DwcJf8uwQYgYW0GKLUZj9qXJEGijyOwm5w nOcRjdZrvB0XKOKo6zqonhe/wfn2fMzGGM0k/6Spf0g47pjP7cWSs1NT I1u7y6Ha6IVnv3B2u//8sKeNXY/Me6V7PGOsaNVsnaI4Nkp/A6/Nbeh8 vaxNxo+pI+0znrP6RT+s4nUK1f3pdZMffxHj0ua7muQjG+Y24lMDoVd yJlXBovq9A28dUZQkayOOK9mG0DL27Mq5121ht+DPbN1t92Fl5VbKrYs 6/LU9P5syhgCCMY496/wRTeooo6q1R4jwN8slLr0DqyvnVSra6cM4Brw zr5Cwxyqig=</latexit>
  = 0.05
<latexit sha1_base64="KuTvLL Z+24A2g5tyXc6x4RiE0T0=">AAAC+nichVLPSxtBFP5c+yNqW6NehF7U YOkpvC1KRRCCvXhU00QhEdldR526v9idRGLMP+C9eBAUhR5Crv0Peuk/ 0EP+BCk9KXjpoW8nK0WldpaZee9773v7zbyxQ1fGiqjbZ/Q/efrseWZ gcOjFy1fD2ZHRchzUIkeUnMANonXbioUrfVFSUrliPYyE5dmuWLP3PiT xtbqIYhn4H1UjFBuetePLbelYiqFKdUu4ylqgPM1uZnO86THx0DBTI4d 0LAfZX6hiCwEc1OBBwIdi24WFmL8KTBBCxjbQxCdGI7alzhBoYZDZNc 4TnGMxusfrDnuVFPXZT6rGmu/wf1yeETMnME0/qE1X9J06dEm//1mrqW skahq82z2uCDeHj8aLN/9lebwr7P5lPapZYRtzWqtk7aFGklM4PX794P iqOL863XxDF/ST9Z9Tl77xCfz6tfNlRayePKLHZi13VfiM7+tb8bROn zvRZFxqK6nQ0v7tGQJGEj/kWMRrFZP35m2klfSGH4N5v/UPjfK7vEl5c 2UmV1hMn0UGrzGFt9z79yhgCcsoaZWfcYoz49C4MNpGp5dq9KWcMdwZx tc/vJ2qZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KuTvLL Z+24A2g5tyXc6x4RiE0T0=">AAAC+nichVLPSxtBFP5c+yNqW6NehF7U YOkpvC1KRRCCvXhU00QhEdldR526v9idRGLMP+C9eBAUhR5Crv0Peuk/ 0EP+BCk9KXjpoW8nK0WldpaZee9773v7zbyxQ1fGiqjbZ/Q/efrseWZ gcOjFy1fD2ZHRchzUIkeUnMANonXbioUrfVFSUrliPYyE5dmuWLP3PiT xtbqIYhn4H1UjFBuetePLbelYiqFKdUu4ylqgPM1uZnO86THx0DBTI4d 0LAfZX6hiCwEc1OBBwIdi24WFmL8KTBBCxjbQxCdGI7alzhBoYZDZNc 4TnGMxusfrDnuVFPXZT6rGmu/wf1yeETMnME0/qE1X9J06dEm//1mrqW skahq82z2uCDeHj8aLN/9lebwr7P5lPapZYRtzWqtk7aFGklM4PX794P iqOL863XxDF/ST9Z9Tl77xCfz6tfNlRayePKLHZi13VfiM7+tb8bROn zvRZFxqK6nQ0v7tGQJGEj/kWMRrFZP35m2klfSGH4N5v/UPjfK7vEl5c 2UmV1hMn0UGrzGFt9z79yhgCcsoaZWfcYoz49C4MNpGp5dq9KWcMdwZx tc/vJ2qZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KuTvLL Z+24A2g5tyXc6x4RiE0T0=">AAAC+nichVLPSxtBFP5c+yNqW6NehF7U YOkpvC1KRRCCvXhU00QhEdldR526v9idRGLMP+C9eBAUhR5Crv0Peuk/ 0EP+BCk9KXjpoW8nK0WldpaZee9773v7zbyxQ1fGiqjbZ/Q/efrseWZ gcOjFy1fD2ZHRchzUIkeUnMANonXbioUrfVFSUrliPYyE5dmuWLP3PiT xtbqIYhn4H1UjFBuetePLbelYiqFKdUu4ylqgPM1uZnO86THx0DBTI4d 0LAfZX6hiCwEc1OBBwIdi24WFmL8KTBBCxjbQxCdGI7alzhBoYZDZNc 4TnGMxusfrDnuVFPXZT6rGmu/wf1yeETMnME0/qE1X9J06dEm//1mrqW skahq82z2uCDeHj8aLN/9lebwr7P5lPapZYRtzWqtk7aFGklM4PX794P iqOL863XxDF/ST9Z9Tl77xCfz6tfNlRayePKLHZi13VfiM7+tb8bROn zvRZFxqK6nQ0v7tGQJGEj/kWMRrFZP35m2klfSGH4N5v/UPjfK7vEl5c 2UmV1hMn0UGrzGFt9z79yhgCcsoaZWfcYoz49C4MNpGp5dq9KWcMdwZx tc/vJ2qZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KuTvLL Z+24A2g5tyXc6x4RiE0T0=">AAAC+nichVLPSxtBFP5c+yNqW6NehF7U YOkpvC1KRRCCvXhU00QhEdldR526v9idRGLMP+C9eBAUhR5Crv0Peuk/ 0EP+BCk9KXjpoW8nK0WldpaZee9773v7zbyxQ1fGiqjbZ/Q/efrseWZ gcOjFy1fD2ZHRchzUIkeUnMANonXbioUrfVFSUrliPYyE5dmuWLP3PiT xtbqIYhn4H1UjFBuetePLbelYiqFKdUu4ylqgPM1uZnO86THx0DBTI4d 0LAfZX6hiCwEc1OBBwIdi24WFmL8KTBBCxjbQxCdGI7alzhBoYZDZNc 4TnGMxusfrDnuVFPXZT6rGmu/wf1yeETMnME0/qE1X9J06dEm//1mrqW skahq82z2uCDeHj8aLN/9lebwr7P5lPapZYRtzWqtk7aFGklM4PX794P iqOL863XxDF/ST9Z9Tl77xCfz6tfNlRayePKLHZi13VfiM7+tb8bROn zvRZFxqK6nQ0v7tGQJGEj/kWMRrFZP35m2klfSGH4N5v/UPjfK7vEl5c 2UmV1hMn0UGrzGFt9z79yhgCcsoaZWfcYoz49C4MNpGp5dq9KWcMdwZx tc/vJ2qZw==</latexit>
  = 0.1
<latexit sha1_base64="uKpExl AaePiO9UNZwBqt1KvaXVc=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00N1Vr+vVvO4qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9kx 2vtgScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVLFXS2WqkBnDtw07N8r IRzUsXaCBNYTw0EQAAQXNtg8HCX/LsEGIGFtBii1GY7aliRBoo8jsJs cJjnEY3eZ1g73lHFXsZ1kTw/f4Pz7PmJnDGKWf9JUu6Qcd0xn9uTNXan JkanZ5dztcEa327g/Wfv+XFfCusfmPda9mjXWMG62StUcGyW7hdfitvQ +XtYm50fQlfaZz1n9Ip/Sdb6Bav7wvs2Lu4z16XNZyXYVifMe8SmB0K q5Eyrg0VpahbfyrO4SMZH7EZzGvDby4Ma9O2lltuBnsm6W/bSy8qtjcO bOvy1PTeVsUMIQRjHHt32AKb1FFnVUqvMcBPlmpdWgdWd86oVZXzhnAt WGd/AUO/qop</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uKpExl AaePiO9UNZwBqt1KvaXVc=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00N1Vr+vVvO4qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9kx 2vtgScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVLFXS2WqkBnDtw07N8r IRzUsXaCBNYTw0EQAAQXNtg8HCX/LsEGIGFtBii1GY7aliRBoo8jsJs cJjnEY3eZ1g73lHFXsZ1kTw/f4Pz7PmJnDGKWf9JUu6Qcd0xn9uTNXan JkanZ5dztcEa327g/Wfv+XFfCusfmPda9mjXWMG62StUcGyW7hdfitvQ +XtYm50fQlfaZz1n9Ip/Sdb6Bav7wvs2Lu4z16XNZyXYVifMe8SmB0K q5Eyrg0VpahbfyrO4SMZH7EZzGvDby4Ma9O2lltuBnsm6W/bSy8qtjcO bOvy1PTeVsUMIQRjHHt32AKb1FFnVUqvMcBPlmpdWgdWd86oVZXzhnAt WGd/AUO/qop</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uKpExl AaePiO9UNZwBqt1KvaXVc=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00N1Vr+vVvO4qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9kx 2vtgScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVLFXS2WqkBnDtw07N8r IRzUsXaCBNYTw0EQAAQXNtg8HCX/LsEGIGFtBii1GY7aliRBoo8jsJs cJjnEY3eZ1g73lHFXsZ1kTw/f4Pz7PmJnDGKWf9JUu6Qcd0xn9uTNXan JkanZ5dztcEa327g/Wfv+XFfCusfmPda9mjXWMG62StUcGyW7hdfitvQ +XtYm50fQlfaZz1n9Ip/Sdb6Bav7wvs2Lu4z16XNZyXYVifMe8SmB0K q5Eyrg0VpahbfyrO4SMZH7EZzGvDby4Ma9O2lltuBnsm6W/bSy8qtjcO bOvy1PTeVsUMIQRjHHt32AKb1FFnVUqvMcBPlmpdWgdWd86oVZXzhnAt WGd/AUO/qop</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uKpExl AaePiO9UNZwBqt1KvaXVc=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2OJtlsPlz1Ingx LgZPS00IRARB9JLj6roqcUVmxlZbZ3qGmd4VHfYPeA7kEAwYCJh49Cfk kj+Qgz9BxJOBXHJITe9IUNH00N1Vr+vVvO4qN/JloolOu6zungcPHxU eF588ffa8t9TXv5CEzdgTdS/0w3jJdRLhSyXqWmpfLEWxcALXF4vu9kx 2vtgScSJDNa93I7ESOBtKrkvP0Qy9a6wJXzuTVLFXS2WqkBnDtw07N8r IRzUsXaCBNYTw0EQAAQXNtg8HCX/LsEGIGFtBii1GY7aliRBoo8jsJs cJjnEY3eZ1g73lHFXsZ1kTw/f4Pz7PmJnDGKWf9JUu6Qcd0xn9uTNXan JkanZ5dztcEa327g/Wfv+XFfCusfmPda9mjXWMG62StUcGyW7hdfitvQ +XtYm50fQlfaZz1n9Ip/Sdb6Bav7wvs2Lu4z16XNZyXYVifMe8SmB0K q5Eyrg0VpahbfyrO4SMZH7EZzGvDby4Ma9O2lltuBnsm6W/bSy8qtjcO bOvy1PTeVsUMIQRjHHt32AKb1FFnVUqvMcBPlmpdWgdWd86oVZXzhnAt WGd/AUO/qop</latexit>
  = 0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="+g5Izd nH2og0b8++B+fU1/n9kRU=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2Omhhj4sZcAl7U xZDTUiOBiBAQc/HoR1ZFV2Rmtlc7zvQMM70rOuwf8Cx4kAQMBExy9Cfk kj/gwZ8g4smAlxxS0zsSdMmmh+6uelWv5nVXu5EvE0103mV19/Q+eNj 3qP/xwJOng4VnQ0tJWI89UfZCP4xXXCcRvlSirKX2xUoUCydwfbHsbr/ L4ssNEScyVO/1biTWA2dTyZr0HM3QaqUqfO28pdLERqFIJTJjpN2wc6O IfMyFhStUUEUID3UEEFDQbPtwkPC3BhuEiLF1pPjAaMy2NBkCTfQzu8 55gnMcRrd53WRvLUcV+1nVxPA9/o/PM2bmCMbpjL7SNf2k73RBv/9ZKz U1MjW7vLstrog2BvdfLN78lxXwrrH1l9VRs0YNk0arZO2RQbJTeC1+Y+ /wenFqYTx9SZ/pkvUf0zn94BOoxi/vy7xYOOqgx2Utd1UoxnfMrQRGp +JOpIxLY2UVmsa/PUPISOZHHIt5rWD03ryNNLPe8GOw77e+3ViaKNlUs udfF6dn8mfRh2GM4RX3/g2mMYs5lFmlwgE+4pOVWsfWifWtlWp15Zznu DOs0z8Riqoq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+g5Izd nH2og0b8++B+fU1/n9kRU=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2Omhhj4sZcAl7U xZDTUiOBiBAQc/HoR1ZFV2Rmtlc7zvQMM70rOuwf8Cx4kAQMBExy9Cfk kj/gwZ8g4smAlxxS0zsSdMmmh+6uelWv5nVXu5EvE0103mV19/Q+eNj 3qP/xwJOng4VnQ0tJWI89UfZCP4xXXCcRvlSirKX2xUoUCydwfbHsbr/ L4ssNEScyVO/1biTWA2dTyZr0HM3QaqUqfO28pdLERqFIJTJjpN2wc6O IfMyFhStUUEUID3UEEFDQbPtwkPC3BhuEiLF1pPjAaMy2NBkCTfQzu8 55gnMcRrd53WRvLUcV+1nVxPA9/o/PM2bmCMbpjL7SNf2k73RBv/9ZKz U1MjW7vLstrog2BvdfLN78lxXwrrH1l9VRs0YNk0arZO2RQbJTeC1+Y+ /wenFqYTx9SZ/pkvUf0zn94BOoxi/vy7xYOOqgx2Utd1UoxnfMrQRGp +JOpIxLY2UVmsa/PUPISOZHHIt5rWD03ryNNLPe8GOw77e+3ViaKNlUs udfF6dn8mfRh2GM4RX3/g2mMYs5lFmlwgE+4pOVWsfWifWtlWp15Zznu DOs0z8Riqoq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+g5Izd nH2og0b8++B+fU1/n9kRU=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2Omhhj4sZcAl7U xZDTUiOBiBAQc/HoR1ZFV2Rmtlc7zvQMM70rOuwf8Cx4kAQMBExy9Cfk kj/gwZ8g4smAlxxS0zsSdMmmh+6uelWv5nVXu5EvE0103mV19/Q+eNj 3qP/xwJOng4VnQ0tJWI89UfZCP4xXXCcRvlSirKX2xUoUCydwfbHsbr/ L4ssNEScyVO/1biTWA2dTyZr0HM3QaqUqfO28pdLERqFIJTJjpN2wc6O IfMyFhStUUEUID3UEEFDQbPtwkPC3BhuEiLF1pPjAaMy2NBkCTfQzu8 55gnMcRrd53WRvLUcV+1nVxPA9/o/PM2bmCMbpjL7SNf2k73RBv/9ZKz U1MjW7vLstrog2BvdfLN78lxXwrrH1l9VRs0YNk0arZO2RQbJTeC1+Y+ /wenFqYTx9SZ/pkvUf0zn94BOoxi/vy7xYOOqgx2Utd1UoxnfMrQRGp +JOpIxLY2UVmsa/PUPISOZHHIt5rWD03ryNNLPe8GOw77e+3ViaKNlUs udfF6dn8mfRh2GM4RX3/g2mMYs5lFmlwgE+4pOVWsfWifWtlWp15Zznu DOs0z8Riqoq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+g5Izd nH2og0b8++B+fU1/n9kRU=">AAAC+XichVJNSxxBEH2Omhhj4sZcAl7U xZDTUiOBiBAQc/HoR1ZFV2Rmtlc7zvQMM70rOuwf8Cx4kAQMBExy9Cfk kj/gwZ8g4smAlxxS0zsSdMmmh+6uelWv5nVXu5EvE0103mV19/Q+eNj 3qP/xwJOng4VnQ0tJWI89UfZCP4xXXCcRvlSirKX2xUoUCydwfbHsbr/ L4ssNEScyVO/1biTWA2dTyZr0HM3QaqUqfO28pdLERqFIJTJjpN2wc6O IfMyFhStUUEUID3UEEFDQbPtwkPC3BhuEiLF1pPjAaMy2NBkCTfQzu8 55gnMcRrd53WRvLUcV+1nVxPA9/o/PM2bmCMbpjL7SNf2k73RBv/9ZKz U1MjW7vLstrog2BvdfLN78lxXwrrH1l9VRs0YNk0arZO2RQbJTeC1+Y+ /wenFqYTx9SZ/pkvUf0zn94BOoxi/vy7xYOOqgx2Utd1UoxnfMrQRGp +JOpIxLY2UVmsa/PUPISOZHHIt5rWD03ryNNLPe8GOw77e+3ViaKNlUs udfF6dn8mfRh2GM4RX3/g2mMYs5lFmlwgE+4pOVWsfWifWtlWp15Zznu DOs0z8Riqoq</latexit>
  = 0.6
<latexit sha1_base64="j9ZCKN 9A6h2U1D1iG4DKCJFccEI=">AAAC93ichVJNLyxBFD3aNw+DjcQGEy9W k9siiEQibCx9vGESI9LdCkV/pbtnZEzmD1jaWJC8PAkhVn6DzfsDFn6C iBWJjcW7XdMiyKM6VXXvuffcPlW3TN+WYUR0W6PV1tU3NDY1t7T+aGvv SHV2LYVeIbBE1vJsL8iZRihs6YpsJCNb5PxAGI5pi2VzZyaOLxdFEErP /RWVfLHqGJuu3JCWETGUywdb3iRlRtdSacqQGn2fDT0x0kjGnJd6QB7r 8GChAAcCLiK2bRgI+VuBDoLP2CrK2GY0YFuqDIEKWphd4DzBOQajO7xu sreSoC77cdVQ8S3+j80zYGYfBumGLuiR/tIl3dHLf2uVVY1YTYl3s8o V/lrHfs/i87csh/cIW2+sLzVH2MC40ipZu6+Q+BRWlV/cO3xcnFgYLP+ kE7pn/X/olq75BG7xyTqdFwtHX+gxWct7FS7ju+pWHKXT5U6UGZfKiit UlP96Bo+R2Pc5FvCaR/+H+RqpxL3hx6B/bP1nY2k4o1NGnx9JT00nz6I JvRjAEPd+DFOYxRyyquMHOMKxVtJ+a2faeTVVq0k43Xg3tKt/3ZCpWQ= =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j9ZCKN 9A6h2U1D1iG4DKCJFccEI=">AAAC93ichVJNLyxBFD3aNw+DjcQGEy9W k9siiEQibCx9vGESI9LdCkV/pbtnZEzmD1jaWJC8PAkhVn6DzfsDFn6C iBWJjcW7XdMiyKM6VXXvuffcPlW3TN+WYUR0W6PV1tU3NDY1t7T+aGvv SHV2LYVeIbBE1vJsL8iZRihs6YpsJCNb5PxAGI5pi2VzZyaOLxdFEErP /RWVfLHqGJuu3JCWETGUywdb3iRlRtdSacqQGn2fDT0x0kjGnJd6QB7r 8GChAAcCLiK2bRgI+VuBDoLP2CrK2GY0YFuqDIEKWphd4DzBOQajO7xu sreSoC77cdVQ8S3+j80zYGYfBumGLuiR/tIl3dHLf2uVVY1YTYl3s8o V/lrHfs/i87csh/cIW2+sLzVH2MC40ipZu6+Q+BRWlV/cO3xcnFgYLP+ kE7pn/X/olq75BG7xyTqdFwtHX+gxWct7FS7ju+pWHKXT5U6UGZfKiit UlP96Bo+R2Pc5FvCaR/+H+RqpxL3hx6B/bP1nY2k4o1NGnx9JT00nz6I JvRjAEPd+DFOYxRyyquMHOMKxVtJ+a2faeTVVq0k43Xg3tKt/3ZCpWQ= =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j9ZCKN 9A6h2U1D1iG4DKCJFccEI=">AAAC93ichVJNLyxBFD3aNw+DjcQGEy9W k9siiEQibCx9vGESI9LdCkV/pbtnZEzmD1jaWJC8PAkhVn6DzfsDFn6C iBWJjcW7XdMiyKM6VXXvuffcPlW3TN+WYUR0W6PV1tU3NDY1t7T+aGvv SHV2LYVeIbBE1vJsL8iZRihs6YpsJCNb5PxAGI5pi2VzZyaOLxdFEErP /RWVfLHqGJuu3JCWETGUywdb3iRlRtdSacqQGn2fDT0x0kjGnJd6QB7r 8GChAAcCLiK2bRgI+VuBDoLP2CrK2GY0YFuqDIEKWphd4DzBOQajO7xu sreSoC77cdVQ8S3+j80zYGYfBumGLuiR/tIl3dHLf2uVVY1YTYl3s8o V/lrHfs/i87csh/cIW2+sLzVH2MC40ipZu6+Q+BRWlV/cO3xcnFgYLP+ kE7pn/X/olq75BG7xyTqdFwtHX+gxWct7FS7ju+pWHKXT5U6UGZfKiit UlP96Bo+R2Pc5FvCaR/+H+RqpxL3hx6B/bP1nY2k4o1NGnx9JT00nz6I JvRjAEPd+DFOYxRyyquMHOMKxVtJ+a2faeTVVq0k43Xg3tKt/3ZCpWQ= =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j9ZCKN 9A6h2U1D1iG4DKCJFccEI=">AAAC93ichVJNLyxBFD3aNw+DjcQGEy9W k9siiEQibCx9vGESI9LdCkV/pbtnZEzmD1jaWJC8PAkhVn6DzfsDFn6C iBWJjcW7XdMiyKM6VXXvuffcPlW3TN+WYUR0W6PV1tU3NDY1t7T+aGvv SHV2LYVeIbBE1vJsL8iZRihs6YpsJCNb5PxAGI5pi2VzZyaOLxdFEErP /RWVfLHqGJuu3JCWETGUywdb3iRlRtdSacqQGn2fDT0x0kjGnJd6QB7r 8GChAAcCLiK2bRgI+VuBDoLP2CrK2GY0YFuqDIEKWphd4DzBOQajO7xu sreSoC77cdVQ8S3+j80zYGYfBumGLuiR/tIl3dHLf2uVVY1YTYl3s8o V/lrHfs/i87csh/cIW2+sLzVH2MC40ipZu6+Q+BRWlV/cO3xcnFgYLP+ kE7pn/X/olq75BG7xyTqdFwtHX+gxWct7FS7ju+pWHKXT5U6UGZfKiit UlP96Bo+R2Pc5FvCaR/+H+RqpxL3hx6B/bP1nY2k4o1NGnx9JT00nz6I JvRjAEPd+DFOYxRyyquMHOMKxVtJ+a2faeTVVq0k43Xg3tKt/3ZCpWQ= =</latexit>
  = 0.6
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Figure 2: Histograms of T = 10000 samples of z2 along with the density function of
standard normal distribution for µ = 5 in Model 1.
When there are no outliers, the distribution of z2 is close to the standard normal
distribution whatever the value of γ is selected. When the outlier ratio is large, the
histogram of z2 is far from the density function of N(0, 1) for a small γ. However, when
the value of γ is large, the histogram of z2 is close to the density function of N(0, 1), which
implies the asymptotic distribution in (15) appropriately approximates the distribution
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of estimators even when there exist outliers. We observe that the result of the asymptotic
distributions for other zjs shows a similar tendency to that of z2.
7 Real data analysis
We apply the proposed method to electricity consumption data from the UCI Ma-
chine Learning repository [6], which is available to download at https://archive.ics.
uci.edu/ml/datasets/ElectricityLoadDiagrams20112014. The dataset consists of
370 household electricity consumption observations from January 2011 to December 2014.
The electricity consumption is in kWh at 15 minutes intervals. We consider the problem
of prediction of the electricity consumption for next day by using past electricity con-
sumption. The prediction of the day ahead electricity consumption is needed when we
trade electricity on markets, such as the European Power Exchange (EPEX) day ahead
market (https://www.epexspot.com/en/market-data/dayaheadauction).
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed procedure, we choose one household
that includes small positive values of electricity consumption. The consumption data for
December 25, 2014 were deleted, because the corresponding data values are zero. We
predict the electricity consumption from January 2012 to December 2014 (the data in
2011 are used only for estimating the parameter). The actual electricity consumption
data from January 2012 to December 2014 are depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Electricity consumption from January 2012 to December 2014 for one of the
370 households.
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Several data values are close to zero. Particularly, from October to December 2014,
exist several spikes that attain nearly zero values. In this case, the estimation accuracy
is poor with ordinary GRE criteria, as shown in our numerical simulation in the previous
section.
We assume the multiplicative regression model in (1) to predict electricity consump-
tion. Let yt denote the electricity consumption at t (t = 1, . . . , T ). The number of
observations is T = (365 × 3 + 366 − 1) × 96 = 146, 160. Here, 96 is the number of
measurements in one day, because electricity demand is expressed in 15 minutes intervals.
We define xt as xt = (yt−d, . . . , yt−dq)T , where d = 96. In our model, the electricity
consumption at t is explained by the electricity consumption of the past q days for the
same period. We set q = 5 for data analysis and use past n = 100 days of observations
to estimate the model.
The model parameters are estimated by robust LPRE. The values of γ are set to be
regular sequences from 0 to 0.1, with increments of 0.01. To minimize the negative γ-
likelihood function, we apply our proposed MM algorithm. As the electricity consumption
pattern on weekdays is known to be completely different from that on weekends, we make
predictions for weekdays and weekends separately. The results of the relative prediction
error are depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Relative prediction error for various values of γ for household electricity con-
sumption data.
The relative prediction error is large when γ = 0 (i.e., ordinary LPRE estimation).
The minimum value of relative prediction error is 0.049 and the corresponding value of
γ is γ = 0.03. When we set a too large value of γ, efficiency decreases and the relative
prediction error might increase.
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Figure 5: Prediction value based on LPRE loss for household electricity consumption
data.
Figure 5 shows the prediction value when γ = 0. We observe there exist several
extremely large prediction values (e.g., July 8, 2013 and November 6, 2014) due to the
model parameters, which are heavily affected by the nearly zero values of electricity
consumption.
Figure 6: Prediction value based on the proposed method with γ = 0.03 for household
electricity consumption data.
Figure 6 shows the prediction values when γ = 0.03. Extremely large prediction values
are not observed and the prediction values are similar to the actual electricity demand in
Figure 3. Therefore, our proposed procedure is robust against outliers.
Furthermore, to investigate the stableness of the MM algorithm described in section
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5, we also apply the BFGS method to obtain the minimizer of the negative γ-likelihood
function. The optim function in R is used to implement the BFGS method. With the
BFGS method, relative prediction errors diverge when γ ≥ 0.03. Consequently, the MM
algorithm is more stable than the BFGS algorithm for this dataset.
8 Discussion
We proposed a relative error estimation procedure that is robust against outliers. The
proposed procedure is based on the γ-likelihood function, which is constructed by γ-cross
entropy [12]. Our simulation results showed the proposed method performed better than
the ordinary relative error estimation procedures in terms of prediction accuracy. Fur-
thermore, the asymptotic distribution of the estimator yielded a good approximation,
with an appropriate value of γ, even when there existed outliers. The proposed method
was applied to electricity consumption data, which included small positive values. Al-
though the ordinary LPRE was sensitive to small positive values, our method was able
to appropriately eliminate the negative effect of these values.
As shown in Remark 5.2, our method may be extended to L1 regularization. An
important point in the regularization procedure is the selection of a regularization pa-
rameter. Hao et al. [13] suggested using the BIC-type criterion of Wang et al., [28, 29]
for the ordinary LPRE estimator. As a future research topic, it would be interesting
to consider the problem of regularization parameter selection in high-dimensional robust
relative error estimation.
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A Proof of Theorem 4.1
All the asymptotic will be taken under n → ∞. We write an . bn if there exists a
positive universal constant such that an ≤ cbn for every n large enough. For any random
functions, Xn and X0 on B we denote Xn(β)
p
⇒ X0(β) if supβ∈B |Xn(β) − X0(β)|
p−→ 0;
below, we will simply write supβ for supβ∈B.
First, we state a preliminary lemma, which will be repeatedly used in the sequel.
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for q > p. The summands of Mn(β) trivially form a martingale difference array with
respect to the filtration Fj := σ(xi; i ≤ j), j ∈ N: since we are assuming that the
conditional distribution of yi given {(xi,xi−1,xi−2, . . . ), (yi−1, yi−2, . . . )} equals that given
xi (Section 3), each summand of Mn(β) equals
1√
n
(ζ(xi, yi;β)− E{ζ(xi, y;β)| Fj−1}).
Hence, by means of the Burkholder’s inequality for martingales, we obtain, for q > p∨ 2,
sup
β







{∣∣∣∣(ζ(xi, yi;β)− ∫ ζ(xi, y;β)f(y|xi,β0)dy)∣∣∣∣q} <∞.
We can take the same route for the summands of ∂βMn(β) to conclude that supβ E {|∂βMn(β)|q} <




As for the other term, we have Cn(β)










The latter implies the tightness of the family {Cn(β)}n of continuous random functions
on the compact set B, thereby entailing that Cn(β)
p
⇒ 0. The proof is complete.
A.1 Consistency




































> 0, we see that taking the logarithm preserves the unifor-
mity of the convergence in probability: for the γ-likelihood function (7), it holds that
`γ,n(β)
p










The limit equals the γ-cross entropy from g(·|·) = f(·|·;β0) to f(·|·;β). We have `γ,0(β) ≥
`γ,0(β0), the equality holding if and only if f(·|·;β0) = f(·|·;β) (see [17, Theorem 1]). By
(4) the latter condition is equivalent to ρ(e−x
Tβy) = ρ(e−x
Tβ0y), followed by β = β0 from
Assumption 3. This, combined with (35) and the argmin theorem (cf. [27, Chapter 5]),
concludes the consistency βˆγ
p−→ β0. [Note that we do not need Assumption 3 if `γ,n is
a.s. convex, which generally may not be the case for γ > 0.]
A.2 Asymptotic normality
First we note that Assumption 2 ensures that, for every α > 0, there corresponds a





∣∣∂kβ {f(y|x,β)α}∣∣ ≤ Fα(x, y).
This estimate will enable us to interchange the order of ∂β and the dy-Lebesgue integra-
tion, repeatedly used below without mention.















Then, the γ-likelihood equation ∂β`γ,n(β) = 0 is equivalent to
Ψγ,n(β) := Aγ,n(β)Sγ,n(β)− Aγ,n(β)Sγ,n(β) = 0.
By the consistency of βˆγ, we have P (βˆγ ∈ B)→ 1; hence P{Ψγ,n(βˆγ) = 0} → 1 as well.
Recall that B is open. Therefore, virtually defining βˆγ to be β0 ∈ B if Ψγ,n(βˆγ) = 0 has

















to conclude (15) it suffices to show that (recall the definitions (13) and (14))
√
nΨγ,n(β0)
L−→ Np (0, ∆γ) , (36)
−∂βΨγ,n(βˆ′n) p−→ Jγ for every βˆ′n p−→ β0. (37)
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The sequence (χγ,i)i≤n is an (Fj)-martingale-difference array. It is easy to verify the
Lapunov condition:






Hence the martingale central limit theorem concludes (36) if we show the following con-












































f(y|x;β0)2γ+1s(y|x;β0)⊗2dypi(dx)− (H ′′γ )⊗2
}




















f(y|x;β0)2γ+1s(y|x;β0)dypi(dx)(H ′′γ )T + op(1)
= ∆γ + op(1);
invoke the expression (4) for the last equality.





It therefore suffices to verify that −∂βΨγ,n(β0) p−→ Jγ(β0) = Jγ. This follows from a direct


































































− Sγ,nSTγ,n + op(1)
= H ′γ
∫∫
f(y|x;β0)γ+1s(y|x;β0)⊗2dypi(dx)− (H ′′γ )⊗2 + op(1)
= Jγ + op(1).
A.3 Consistent estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix





x⊗ki exp(−γxTi β0) p−→ Πk(γ), k = 0, 1, 2.



















)) ∣∣∣βˆγ − β0∣∣∣ = Op(1) ∣∣∣βˆγ − β0∣∣∣ p−→ 0.
These observations are enough to conclude (16).
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